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the passage of time, growing indignation at the iniquities 
of selection at eighteen plus and a growing clamour for the 
autonomous sector to be integrated with the public sector 
and brought under 'social control'. As Dr. Brian 'Vilson 
says in his chapter on the needs of students, in Eighteen 
Plus: Unity and Diversity in Higher Education, "the real 
issue of the times is not whether we shall have more 
university education but whether we shaH maintain 
university education at all". 

The sixteen contributors to this symposium write 
mostly on topics which have already been extensively 
discussed. Most of the papers were, in fact, first given at 
a conference in September 1963, that is, before publication 
of the Robbins Report. They deal with a variety of 
topics within the field of higher education and express 
many different points of view. These are linked and co
ordinated by a series of interesting commentaries by Miss 
Marjorie R eeves, Fellow of St. Anne's College, Oxford, 
who also contributes a chapter on "Prestige". This 
unsolved problem of the relative esteem to be accorded to 
different institutions and eourses probably does more 
damage to the cause of higher education than any othel' 
single factor. 

Dr. G. Templeman describes the considerations which 
have led to increasing concentration on single-subject 
degree courses and makes a plea for the enlargement of 
our notion of university duty so as to cover wider educa
tional responsibilities. "Do students need an ivory 
tower?", asks Miss Reeves in introducing Dr. Wilson's 
chapter on student needs. He paints a gloomy picture of 
threats to university valucs and refers to the temptation 
to project an image as a substitute for building a reputa
tion; to dilution by new types of discipline; to the in
creasingly professionalized attitudes of academic staff; to 
pressure by clientele with its demand for a qualification 
and a good time; and to public demand. characterized by 
growth, s tatus inflation and eventual devaluation. Prof. 
"V. R. Niblett discusses fur ther the influence of expansion 
on t.raditional values. Prof. H. Butterfield, in a chapter 
on the "Springs of Intellectual Vitality", describes the 
infectiously stimulating atmosphere of the Cavendish 
Laboratory of the 1920's and what flowed from this. 
Several contributors refer to the present gulf betwecn the 
generations which is apparently less acute in the sixth 
form than at the university. In her chapter on sixth-form 
studies, Dame Joyce Bishop deplores the stultifying 
influence of pressure from the 1.miversities. 

Mr. J. Maitland-Edwards describes the role of tcchnical 
colleges in higher education, and Miss Monica Wingate 
the place of thc training colleges (now renamcd colleges 
of education). Mr. B . Gowenlock deprecates the "aca
dcmic rat-race" of the university of to-day. Perhaps the 
most significant comment is by Mr. D. Jenkins, who 
points out that education, like war, has now become too 
important to be left to the expcrts. This is a stimulating 
and challenging book which merits study by all who are 
intercsted in higher education. JAMES COOK 
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BEYOND the Edge of Certainty is a collection of essays 
typical of much present-day thought in regions 

conunon to philosophy and science. The reader, however, 
will not be wholly at ease until he recollects what in fact 
bappened to pure mathematics in the nineteenth century. 
During those years the modern concept of proof was born. 
To some it may have seemed like an almost endless pro
liferation of detail: nevertheless, such a view would be 

wrong. What was emerging was a deeper grasp of fundft
mentals , and a severe tightening of the screw as to what 
constitutes validity. To-day, we are witne8sing something 
of the same kind in the realm of physics, a ruthless quest 
for greater rigour. The search is probably more difficult 
than bcfore, if only becauso at some stage Nature will 
present her bundle of brute faclf;, and as we try to untio 
it a number of intractable items always fall out. Thi s it< 
where the strain is greatest between those who, like 
Dirac, take beauty as the critorion (and indeed this is t he 
more inspiring attitude ), and those who maintain that 
agreement with experiment-although subject to chango 
as technique advanccs- is at any momont. of hiRtol'~' tho 
final cOllrt of appeal. 

One thing is fairly clear: the progressive refinoIlu'nt of 
Ia.boratory processes and instrument,a t.ion will not in 
itself resolve the dilenuna, since the bllrden of proof lies 
in the nature of physical law, and the way in which wn 
tend to interpret it.. Yet the whole movement is historic
ally conditioned: cosmic physics would be !lowher'o 
without Newton and Laplaco. Equally, the quant um 
J'ises majestically from the matrixes of HamilLon, ami the 
frustration of those who clung to the pattern of contillllit.y 
to explain the behaviour of radiation. As the editor of 
this book observes, the pressure is now foJ' ' fin<' lll'itill ' , 
and the right to question evcrything. 

The various authors react as follows: "Newton's First 
Law" (Hanson) is discussed as a m eA,IlS of entryillto 
natural philosophy; it is not axiomatic in the se nse of 
being self-evident. It needs, as it were, the const·ant 
vigil of experience to support its status as a principle. 

"The Origin and Nature of Newton's Laws of Motion" 
(Ellis) revoals their probable Cartesian origin. They ca,n 
searcely, therefore, be claimed as a product of induction 
from experiment: indeed, we have somo latitude of choice 
as is shown by the possibility of constructing different 
principles of natural mot,ion. In " A R esponse t.o Ellis's 
Conception of Newton's First Law" (Hfmson) com.ment 
is made on the contrast between kinetics and dynamics, 
a distinction concerned with how bodies actuallv move 
compared with how they would move in certain 'circum
stances. "A Philosopher looks at Qua!ltum Mechanics" 
(Putnam) finds no satisfactory intol'pretatioll a<; \\'e 
know the subject to-day . It may still be necessary 1.0 
go on searching for hidden variables. "The Thermo
dynamics of Purpose" (Hawkins) is a study in natura l 
teleology; this includes an interesting reconsidera.tion 
of the green planet Earth, envisaged as a unique heflt 
engine. " The Physics of the Large" (Morrison) looks 
for a compnct theory of the uni verse, and what const i t Ll tes 
the units of terrestrial life. " Problems of Empil'ieism " 
(Feyerabend) is by ff1r the longest artiele in the sElI'ins, 
and leads to the conclusion that the tenet is both incom
plete and eontains undesirable assumptions. The former 
limitation is removable if tho relat.ion between man a nd 
the llniverse if; accepted as a cosmological hypothesis. 
Finally, "The Ethical Dimension of Scicntific R esf'at'ch" 
(Reschel') brings us face to face with t.lIose moral problems 
which the success of the scientific method has forced. Oil 
us. It amounts to a d oliberate assertion that \H' aJ'o 
responsiblo for our talents, and for Wh}l t.eveJ' ma:v follow 
from their cultivation and d.eployment. 

F. J. G. RAWU"S 
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T HIS series of essays sprin~s from a series of public 
lcctures given at tho University of London Institute 

of Education. Publication in book form is perhaps a good 
way of making some of the lectures by this very distin
guished, and very mixed, group of cont.ributors avail a hle 
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